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LEGAL NOTICE NO. 192 OF 2006
Assignment of Responsibility for Government Business
Constitution – Section 89

I, KING LETSIE III, pursuant to section 89 of the Constitution of Lesotho and acting in accordance with the advice of the Prime Minister, assign to the
HONOURABLE

MOHLABI KENNETH TSEKOA

being a Minister of Government of Lesotho, responsibility for the business of
Government relating to HEALTH AND SOCIAL WELFARE from 17th to
26th October, 2006 being the period of the absence of the HONOURABLE
DR. MOTLOHELOA PHOOKO from Lesotho.

DATED: 17TH OCTOBER, 2006

LETSIE III
KING OF LESOTHO

LEGAL NOTICE NO. 193 OF 2006
Assignment of Responsibility for Government Business
Constitution – Section 89

I, KING LETSIE III, pursuant to section 89 of the Constitution of Lesotho and acting in accordance with the advice of the Prime Minister, assign to the
HONOURABLE

MPHO MALIE

being a Minister of Government of Lesotho, responsibility for the business of
Government relating to COMMUNICATIONS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY from 11th October, 2006.

DATED: 11TH OCTOBER, 2006

LETSIE III
KING OF LESOTHO